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Viking trackmobile for affordable shipment solution

Are you one of those entrepreneurs who are just on the threshold of expansion? Do you still have
budgetary restraints that you baulk at the high cost of owning a big railcar mover? Then maybe you
should check out Viking trackmobile from the group of highly efficient railcar movers from
Trackmobile. Viking will be ideal for small-scale load shipping at an affordable cost but without
compromising on quality.  This is the smallest of the railcar movers holding out a promise of quality
and dependability.

Material movement made easy with Viking trackmobile

Whatever is the size of your shipment, you cannot afford to waste time waiting for switching
locomotive or railroad personnel for offloading your railcars. With low-range railcar mover like
Viking, you can eliminate unnecessary delay that may bring down your productivity and increase
your operation costs. Viking Trackmobile will be perfect for your rail-road transit, offering a smooth
flowing transfer of your material between the tracks in rail terminals and the roads or interior
yards/factory effortlessly.

Optimizing the performance of Viking trackmobile

Viking is the latest and smallest of the three newly designed railcar movers from the leading railcar
mover manufacturers - Trackmobile. Viking also boasts many of the exclusive and unique features
Trackmobile has patented like -

1.	Transmission of power via torque converter, transmission, and transfer case to ultimately
planetary axle assemblies.

2.	Obtaining maximum attainable tractive effort.

3.	Electronically controlled four-speed transmission.

4.	Anti-wheel slippage.

5.	Auto-mag torque selection microprocessor.

6.	Radio and ground control (remote) for added safety.

These and other features make Viking trackmobile the best choice for low-level load shipping in
southern United States.

Special features of Viking Trackmobile

Viking trackmobiles have bimodal capacities. Because of this, the road to rail and rain to road
transfers are done smoothly without wasting precious downtime. With just one person at the
controls, the transfers and shipments are completed right from your factory yard to the railway
terminal or siding and to the last destination without any loss of precious time. Transmission and
torque converter are electronically controlled with Funk DF Series; two Axletech PRLC planetary
type axles are for rail drive and interlocking lug drive for road-wheel drive.
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Viking Specifications

Viking trackmobile has following specifications to work smoothly, speedily and safely.

â€¢	Tier lll Cummins Diesel Engine.

â€¢	CAN-Bus Control System with onboard diagnostics.

â€¢	Hydraulic rail-road brakes.

â€¢	Automatic/Manual Power-Shift Transmission.

â€¢	Neutral Braking.

â€¢	Programmed Throttle Control.

â€¢	Hydraulic power steering system, pivoting steering wheel.

â€¢	Jumbo width coupler beams.

â€¢	Under-deck fuel tank.

â€¢	Larger cab with seat-integrated controls.

â€¢	Totally enclosed 360 degree visibility. Full instrumentation with digital display.

â€¢	Air Ride swivel seat with joy-stick controls and other operator friendly features.

Best for low-range load shipment

Viking trackmobile has been designed to handle perfectly low-range loads of shipment. But its
components are as sturdy and dependable as the other bigger railcars manufactured by
Trackmobile Inc.  Viking has a range of pneumatic forces that are suitable for many applications.
Viking can be your best investment and you can be sure of optimal ROI from this smart and shrewd
investment. Reputed dealers like Biggs Rail are committed to offer every kind of help to help you
have the smartest railcar mover in the entire railcar mover industr
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Gary Skinner - About Author:
Briggs Rail provides highly efficient a  Viking Trackmobile Railcar Movers . a  Viking trackmobile has
been designed to handle perfectly low-range loads of shipment.
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